DNA methylation analysis triggered by bulge specific immuno-recognition.
We report the sequence-selective discrimination of the cytosine methylation status in DNA with anti methylcytosine antibody for the first time. This was realized by employing an affinity measurement involving the target methylcytosine in a bulge region and anti methylcytosine antibody, following hybridization with a bulge-inducing DNA to ensure that only the target methylcytosine is located in the bulge. The affinity of the antibody for methylcytosine in the bulge was 79% of that in a single strand of DNA; however, the affinity for nontarget methylcytosine in a double strand of DNA decreased greatly. This is because the antibody cannot bind with an inwardly turned methylcytosine in the duplex region owing to the large antibody size. In contrast, the methylcytosine in the bulge is recognized by the antibody because it is available to rotate freely owing to the single bond between deoxyribose and phosphate in a DNA chain. By employing the difference between the affinity in the bulge and that in the duplex, we could determine selectively whether or not the target cytosine was methylated in an O(6)-methylguanine DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) promoter sequence with a single base level. The proposed bulge-specific assay technique can be combined with a widely used absorbance measurement method that employs the color change in tetramethyl benzidine induced by horseradish peroxidase-labeled secondary antibody. The sequence-selective discrimination of the methylation status could also be obtained with various types of interfering genomic DNA contamination without any conventional bisulfite treatment, polymerase chain reaction, (PCR) or electrophoresis.